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“The Moving Monkeys 

class is awesome! My 

baby girl LOVES it “ 

-Anonymous  

 

 “Thank you Jump Start 

for providing [my child] 

the opportunity to do 

gymnastics. She loves it!!“ 

-Anonymous 

Jump Start campers looking great in their camp t-shirts on Camp T-shirt Friday. 

Coach Mike’s Camp Corner 

Summer camp is in full swing and Jump Start Gym wants you and your friends to join the fun. This month we 
are happy to host several exciting special guests like Chattahoochee Nature center, Big Thinkers Science 
Exploration, Bits Bytes and Bots, Life Martial Arts and Whole World Theatre. Every Friday is Camp T-shirt 
Friday. Those campers that are signed up for the week will receive a free t-shirt, if your camper is not signed 
up for the week there will be t-shirts for sale in our pro shop.  

Sign Up 3, Get Half for Free! 

Get three friends (new to Jump Start) to sign up for a day of camp and your camper will receive a $25 credit 
toward any Jump Start Gym Camp or class. Campers must be signed up by July 31, 2014 and the credit must 
be used by December 1, 2014. Referral must be mentioned at time of enrollment.  Campers do not have to 
sign up for the same week to earn the credit. 

Drop & Go Camp 

Do you have a hard time getting your child out of the gym after class?  We are now offering an hourly drop 
in rate for camp. If you have errands to run or your child just can’t get enough Jump Start, drop your child 
between the hours of 9am & 2pm and pay $18 an hour. Your camper will be able to work on extra 
gymnastics skills, play some of the camp group games or even get to join in with our special guests.  

Contact the front desk for more information or to take advantage of any of these special offers! 

Where Do You Jump Start? 
Take Jump Start with you on your travels this summer, and send us a picture to show us where you’ve been!  Send us 

pictures of you and your family with your Jump Start paraphernalia (t-shirts, beach balls, sunglasses, etc) in all your 

favorite vacation spots and be a part of our welcome back bulletin board and lobby decorations this fall!  Our 

summer campers have been decorating their own “jumping girls” during arts and crafts so that they can take her 

with them on all of their summer adventures.  Fee free to stop by the front desk to pick up a “jumping girl” to take 

with you on your travels as well! Post pictures on our Facebook page or email them to specialevents@jumpstartgym.com.  We can ’t wait to 

see all the fun you’re having this summer! 
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Important 

Dates   

Jump Start Summer 

Camp 

 5/27-8/29 

 

Jump Start Summer 

Classes 

 6/2-8/22 

 

Tumbling Camps 

 July 28th-August 1st 

 

Tumbling Clinics 6:30-

8:30 

 Friday July 11th 

 Friday July 25th 

 Saturday August 9th 

 

Jump Start’s 3rd Birthday 

 July 24th 

 

The Recreation Station with Coach Stephanie 
At Jump Start we have several gymnastics departments in which our students may participate. You may have 

noticed our Competitive Team; these girls have decided to make a larger commitment to gymnastics in terms 

of time, energy, and focus within the gym. While gymnasts do not compete while in our School Age 

Recreational Department, this program does prepare kids who are interested in competing down the road.  

To help bridge the gap between recreation classes and team, last spring we joined the Gym Stars Program.  

Gym Stars is a recreational competitive program in Georgia that gives the experience of team for girls who 

may not have the desire or aren’t quite ready (mentally or physically) for traditional team.  Most team sports 

allow kids the chance to be on an 8-12 week team regardless of ability.  Gym Stars gives kids this team 

experience in a less intense manner (it is a Sep-May commitment). 

Here at Jump Start we believe in teaching our students about competition, but in a manner that provides 

everyone the feeling of success.  Jeff Lulla, President Fun & Fit Gymnastics said himself. 

“Research makes two things very clear: 

• The main reason kids play sports is to have fun 

• The main reason kids quit their favorite sport is an over emphasis on winning.” (Recreational 
Gymnastics Program Philosophy and Development https://usagym.org/pages/home/publications/

technique/2004/6/recreational.pdf) 

While everyone loves to win, the concept of winning implies creates the need for a loser, instead of allowing 

kids to find success regardless of how their friends perform. Young children have a hard time distinguishing 

between losing and identifying themselves as losers.  Instead of defining success as winning, Jump Start focuses 

on a philosophy known as PERSONAL BEST.  Striving for their personal best gives the children the chance to 

challenge themselves without the pressure of competing with their peers.  By overcoming a fear, learning a 

new skill, or making a correction to an old skill, kids are able to improve on their personal best and find success 

without comparing themselves to others.  Instead of asking “who can do the most pushups”,  we ask the kids 

“how many pushups can you do?” and then challenge them to increase that number over time. 

Working towards personal best with our students takes away the feeling of failure or “I can’t” and replaces it 

with a feeling of success or “I CAN”.  Replacing winning with success allows every student the opportunity to 

achieve a victory self-esteem is raised, the environment is much more positive, and kids stay in sports longer! 

Thanks for allowing us to work with your children in this fun, successful, and positive way! 

Coach Todd’s Baby Talk 
Happy summer!  Remember when we gave out sunglasses with the ribbons at the end of the May?  How many of you 

thought that was just a cute idea?  You can admit it, its ok.  Since safety is our number one concern at JSG, the sunglasses 

have a purpose.  From www.realkids.com: 

 “Everyone loves the sun. And everyone knows the sun can really damage skin - especially to kids’. However, 

most parents don’t realize the sun can also cause permanent and irreparable damage to their children’s eyes. In fact, 

children’s eyes are at increased risk for permanent eye damage from sunlight until they’re 10-years-old.” 

 Sunglasses are not a cute accessory, they are a necessity for our kids.  Their pupils are larger and the crystalline are 

clearer (yes I looked that up).  Because of this, their eyes are vulnerable to the effects of UVA & UVB rays.   

Thanks for all the depressing news Coach Todd….  Well here are some tips to help you protect your kids.   

Seek Shade – When outside, sit under trees, umbrellas, etc… 

Cover up – Hats, sunscreen, and UV protective sunglasses (Your Jump Start ones, work just fine!) 

Sand – Don’t let them rub their eyes if sand or dirt is in there.  Use water to flush it out and encourage crying, as it is our natural way to 

flush our eyes.   

Don’t forget to take pictures of your little ones in their Jump Start sunglasses and post them on our facebook page or send them to 

specialevents@jumpstartgym.com to be included in out back to school bulletin board in September! 

Have fun in the sun, just be careful out there.   

http://www.realkids.com
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Preschool Place with Coach Kasey 

According to gymnastics coach and author, Karen M Goeller, “the handstand is the most important skill in our sport!” (The Most 
Important Skill, https://usagym.org/pages/home/publications/technique/2005/9/handstand.pdf). Due to the significance of the 

handstand, it shouldn’t be a surprise that we start prepping our students for this skill from their very first class at Jump Start! Have 

you ever seen our Moving Monkeys rolling on octagon mats, or our Leaping Lemurs bear crawling on the parallel bars, or our 

Flipping Frogs doing tiger tails on the beam? If you have, then you’ve seen even our tiniest gymnasts prepping their bodies for 

handstands…and of course other skills in both gymnastics and life! USA Gymnastics lists “upper body strength, core strength and 

control, and spatial awareness” as key prerequisites to building a proper handstand (Tips for Teaching a Handstand, https://

usagym.org/pages/post.html?PostID=8158&prog=h).      

We work on building upper body strength with our little ones through inversion exercises. Each week, our gymnasts practice 

donkey kicks (“hee-haws)/tiger tails/tiger hops and spider walks against the wall in our floor obstacle. They are building their 

upper body strength in a controlled environment. The wall provides some support and stabilization, as the gymnast learns to support his or 

herself in an inverted position. Other great upper body strengthening tools are animal walks. We encourage kids to try bear walk and crab 

walk as a fun way to build their arm and shoulder strength. For some, bear walk may even be their first encounter with inversion! 

We start incorporating core strength into our programs as early as our Moving Monkeys class. We engage these babies’ cores through a 

series of starting and stopping motions when roll them on the barrels or slide the mats they lie on back and forth. As our kids become a little 

older, our warm up includes a fast “tuck, pike, tuck, pike” series, tables, and rock n rolls- all of which work core strength and stability. At this 

age we are being sneaky about building strength by turning it into a fun activity for the kids.  

Spatial awareness is an important part of the handstand because once kids are upside down, they need to understand how to return upright 

safely. If a handstand occurs before or at vertical, the gymnast can step down and finishing in a lunge. If a handstand is past vertical, the 

gymnast can do a forward roll. Understanding this is very important for the gymnast’s safety. To practice this kind of spatial awareness, we 

spot both handstands that finish in a lunge and handstands that finish in a forward roll. Of course, before we get to those points, we practice 

tiger tails/hops that finish in a lunge and a lot of forward and backward rolls. 

The next time you are in the gym, notice the strides our gymnasts are making towards a handstand. They are working hard at it every week! 

Tumble Time 

Jump Start Gym’s tumbling program kicked off the summer with two tumbling camps so far.  The girls that attended these camps perfected 

various tumbling skills along with learning two fun, upbeat choreographed routines. Our last tumbling camp of the summer is the last week of 

July, July28th, and you can sign up now. Athletes signing up for the last camp must at least have a back handspring, or close to it with a light 

spot and prior tumbling experience. We will be working on extensive running and standing tumbling and focusing on upper level tumbling 

skills.  This is the perfect camp for any child involved in upper level gymnastics or cheer, and will allow 20 hours of practice for them to gain or 

maintain their tumbling going into the school year. If you are unable to attend the camp that week, we also are offering tumbling clinics the 

two weekends before. These two clinics will focus on connection skills and running tumbling.   Have a group of 3 or more who want to attend 

a tumbling class or clinic but can’t make any of the ones currently on the schedule? Email tumbling@jumpstartgym.com and we will be happy 

to create a class or clinic for you! 

Help Us Name Our Jumping Girl! 

We need your help- Jump Start is about to turn 3 and its about time our jumping gymnast had a name!  We’d like to see which of 

our classes is the most creative– include your current class or group (team, camp, leaping lemurs, tumbling, etc) with your most 

creative name submissions and we will pick one name per group for our Facebook page vote.  Submit your name via email 

(info@jumpstartgym.com), Facebook, or in our lobby by July 10th.  We will announce the winning name at our 3rd birthday 

celebration on July 24th! 

Tumbling Tip 
Is your daughter struggling to master that pesky back handspring? If so, here are some helpful tips and reminders to those who do not have 

their back handspring quite yet. First and foremost, Handsprings take time, LOTS and lots of time! The more hours each WEEK that you 

apply to learning the skill inside of the gym and stretching/conditioning at home, the more quickly you'll achieve it safely. The fundamentals 

in making sure that athletes are physically ready to do back handsprings are strength and flexibility. Handstand push-ups, elevated bridges, 

and sit ups at home can make sure that the athletes are maintaining their strength outside of the gym. Maintaining a good core and working 

on shoulder flexibility can also be helpful in mastering the back handspring. To get more personal tips for your young tumbler feel free to 

email our tumbling coordinator, tumbling@jumpstartgym.com. 

mailto:tumbling@jumpstartgym.com
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TEAM CORNER 
See what’s going on this month with our Jump Start Competitive Teams! 

Routine of the Month: 
Viktoria Komova/Russia/ 
2011 World Championships 
Bar Routine 
Well, we are back to my favorite event of all, 
the Uneven Bars! If there were ever a 
gymnast who could take the place of Nastia 
Liukin (in my eyes) on Bars as my all time 
favorite, it would be Viktoria Komova of 
Russia. 

What sets this gymnast apart from so many 
others is her absolutely breathtaking body 
lines and positions. Everything is so extended 
and elongated, meaning her shoulders are 
constantly pushed from the sockets; it is truly 
a masterpiece! One of my favorite parts in 
the routine is simply every time she is in a 
handstand. Very few gymnasts can pull off a 
handstand on bars with their hips completely 
under their torso and head all the way in.  
With all the praise she receives from the 
commentators, its no wonder she takes this 
month’s highlight spot! 

 

Enjoy! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
twMN51sj3c 

Skill of the Month: Shannon Miller / Beam / “The Miller” 

Most would expect that the most decorated female gymnast in US history would have skilled named after 
them. Of those that do, they are typically a skill that is widely performed and often loses its credibility due 
to its popularity. However, Shannon Miller, the most successful US female gymnast has a skill on Beam so 
risky, you wonder why anyone would even dare to compete it! 

“The Miller” on Beam consists of backward dive to handstand with an immediate half pirouette (seen at 
1:00). Keep in mind that a Beam is no wider than length of your iPhone!!! In this routine from the 1996 
Olympic Games she performs the skill with incredible ease and poise, not to mention that dismount gives 
life! 

Enjoy!   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmtcnoHa66U 

Team Updates 
Hot Shots:  Our new group of Hot 
Shots has been working hard their 
first month, focusing on basics and 
conditioning to help build a strong 
foundation for their future as 
competitive gymnasts 

Xcel Bronze:  Our Excel Bronze 
group has had a blast their first 
month on team.  They are working 
hard to keep up with the big kids, 
and are having so much fun they 
think our HIT (high intensity 
training) conditioning is a big game! 

Xcel Silver: As these peanuts 
continue to progress they are no longer the youngest or least experienced group on our 
competitive team.  The expectations we will set for them will now be much like those of 
our older athletes. Thus far, they have begun the transformation under the conditioning 
regimen and are starting to mature in mind and body! While they were at Flip Fest, four 
of our girls performed nearly the entire Frozen Dance by themselves! Way to go out there 
and have some fun girls! 

Level 4/5: With a couple of new additions to our Level 4/5 group, we finally have a solid 
group of girls that will be training viciously to get those skills needed for the fall/spring 
seasons. Following the same regimen as their younger teammates, next season’s 
performance will rely on the hard work of their summer training. 

Level 6/7:  Our Optional group had a strong showing at Flip Fest this summer! With many 
of our girls staying two weeks, it was great to see how much work they got done! They 
were a great support system for our younger one’s while they were away. This summer, 
they will be pushed to their limits in order to prep them for a successful and productive 
pre-season and season; the expectations for this group will be VERY high ;) 

AAU: Summer is the most important training season for gymnast to perfect their bodies' 
stamina, strength, and skills. Excel has a new group of young ladies coming in and we 
want to make sure that they will be ready for 2014-2015 competitive season. Coach 
Ashley asks that all Excel parents set up a 15 minute meeting with each gymnast and 
parent before July 18th. 

These team kids had a BLAST working hard and 

learning new skills at Flip Fest this month,! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-twMN51sj3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-twMN51sj3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmtcnoHa66U
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Gym Talk 
Assemblé: One of the many ballet terms that has found its way into artistic gymnastics, it involves the gymnast kicking their dominant leg 
into the air while lifting off the lesser. Meaning “to join together” in French, the legs then come together in the air before landing on the 
ground.  It is performed on Floor and occasionally on Beam.  

Coach’s Corner with Coach Taylor 

The time that we have been preparing for has come. 
With careful consideration to various muscle groups, 
muscle confusion and mental regimen’s, the coaching 
staff has begun to introduce the standard and 
expectation of summer workouts. With a specific set 
of assignments for each day, the girls will be 
challenged not only physically, but also mentally.  

Now that summer is underway, our competitive 
gymnasts will be expected not only to perform their 
assigned exercises with good form and posture, but 
also to work with a partner and hold them 
accountable for completing their assignment as well. 
Working in pairs or groups also gives the girls always 
someone their to cheer them on and motivate them 
when an exercise get tough.  One morning during our 
Optionals practice, we knew our girls had learned to 
train as a team when one girl   finished her 
conditioning assignment first, and then went back to 
repeat some exercises with a team mate in order to 
help encourage her.  One by one as the other girls 
finished they all joined in to help motivate their 
fellow gymnast who was struggling to finish.  Seeing 
our girls encourage, comfort, and motivate each 
other to work hard and be their best is as gratifying as 
watching them score a perfect 10 at a meet! 

Each day on the events, there is conditioning for 
every side station. This will ensure that whether we 
are on Bars or on Beam, the girls are constantly 
tightening their bodies, ensuring the growth of the 
fine muscles gymnastics demands. With the regimen 
in full effect, the expectation is for the gymnast to 
get stronger, leaner, faster with a high degree of 
stamina. For the next 12 weeks of the summer, this 
will be their lives…conditioning, skills, basics, 
flexibility.  Before you know it, your little girl will be 
walking around with muscles bigger than yours!  

In order to be the best and look like the best, you 
must train and act like the best; This starts with the 
summer training. The girls have been told over and 
over again, “You will only get as good as your work 
ethic, no questions asked.” They have been told it 
won’t be easy, and it hasn’t. But September & 
October will show the true colors of their summer 
dedication.  

Parents, THANK YOU for being who you are…your 
children are a testimony of the work you do at home!  

Coach Taylor 

JSG STICK! Contest 

Our skill for our July STICK! contest will be a Y-scale. Take a 

picture of your child doing their Y- knee scale in the most 

creative place they can think of and post it on our Facebook 

page or email it to us. The most creative picture will be our 

Facebook picture for a week and the winner will receive a $50 

JSG gift certificate. 

How to Win: In order to enter the contest, simply post your 

wackiest, most creative picture of your child doing a Y-scale on 

the Jump Start Facebook page, or email them to 

jsgteam@jumpstartgym.com. The Jump Start Staff will then 

select the winner based on location and creativity.  

When: All applicants have until July 23rd to submit their photos on Facebook or 

send them to the above email address. Winners will be announced in our 

August Newsletter. Don’t miss out on this month’s contest, post your pictures to 

our Facebook page , or email them to us today! 

Scoring: How It Works: De-Valuing C.V.’s 
As we continue down the winding and sometimes confusing road that is the 
scoring of gymnastics, we will approach many forks in the journey that will make 
you wonder, “Why do they do that?” For many reasons unexplained, the I.O.C. 
makes decisions and agrees upon the standards gymnasts must follow. Imagine 
trying to constantly fill an outline by people you have never met. Well, every four 
years, international elite gymnasts are challenged with new quotas.. Why? 
Because the I.O.C. said so!  

A couple of months ago, I explained what Connection Values were (C.V.’s), and 
how every gymnasts start value (S.V.) is amped by the number of C.V.’s they have. 
Just to review, if a gymnast does a skill that is worth a “D” or 0.4 of a point in 
connect with a skill that is worth a “B” or 0.2 of a point, they will receive 0.1 C.V. 
for taking added risk to the routine. However, what happens when nearly every 
gymnast starts connecting the SAME skills in connection with the SAME 
element?? The judges go back to the drawing board and start de-valuing the 
elements... 

You may recall in the London Games how nearly EVERY female gymnast was 
doing a double flip and instead of landing, rebounding to an immediate split 
jump of some sort. That is because at before the Games, the judges were giving a 
C.V. value of 0.2 to an athlete for connecting a double salto to an immediate 
jump. However, with over half the playing field performing the skill, judges had 
to reconvene and figure out another way to make gymnastics impossible for 
gymnasts. (as if it isn’t hard enough already). After every Olympic Games, judges 
will sit down and review what is seen as “too easy” and de-value various skills and 
connections. Likewise, they will amp harder skills to encourage gymnasts to do 
the impossible in next Olympic Games. 
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Questions? Comments? Concerns? We want to hear from you!  

Please send any feedback on your experiences at Jump Start  

to the front desk or the appropriate department lead:  

Special Events/Birthday Parties:  

specialevents@jumpstartgym.com  

Camp/Mighty Mites: camp@jumpstartgym.com  

Gymnastics: gymnastics@jumpstartgym.com  

Tumbling: tumbling@jumpstartgym.com  

Five and under: preschool@jumpstartgym.com  

Team: JSGteam@jumpstartgym.com  

Front Desk: info@jumpstartgym.com  

Jobs: jobs@jumpstartgym.com 

Congrats to Ethan, most spirited and best dressed soccer fan at our World Cup viewing party, and winner of a free day of camp! 


